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ECO TOURISM 2022
Zanzibar, is a semi-autonomous part of Tanzania in East Africa. It is composed of the Zanzibar Archipelago in the Indian Ocean, 25–50 kilometres off the coast of the mainland, 6° south of the equator. It is 60 miles long and 20 miles wide, occupying a total area of approximately 650 square miles.

Zanzibar consists of many small islands and two large ones: Unguja and Pemba. The capital of Zanzibar City, located on the island of Unguja. Its historic centre is Stone Town, which is a World Heritage Site. It is characterized by beautiful sandy white beaches with fringing coral reefs, and the magic of historic stone town—said to be the only functioning ancient town in East Africa.
MEANING OF ECO TOURISM

Eco tourism is the environmental friendly way of travelling explore things that protects the environment against harmful effects. Examples of eco tourism in Zanzibar are; Dolphins and Jozani forest reserve wildlife tour, Zanzibar aromatic spice farms.
FACTORS FOR GROWTH OF TOURISM IN ZANZIBAR.

• Rich in natural resources. Examples Forests and wild animals.
• Religion, ethnic foods and traditional customs.
• Historical sites. Examples Old castle, mosques, churches.
• Political stability.
The Roman Catholic Church at Mkunazini, Zanzibar

The Islamic believers in the Mosque are praying for dua
CULTURE AND FESTIVALS

Zanzibar’s most famous event is the Zanzibar International Film Festival, also known as the Festival of the Dhow Countries. Every July, this event showcases the best of the Swahili Coast arts scene, including Zanzibar’s favourite music, Taarab.
Cultural activities called as Mwaka Kogwa held at Makunduchi, Zanzibar
SWAHILI FOOD ECO TOURISM

Dining options: Late Night, Dinner, Outdoor Seating at Forodhani area in Stone Tow

Cuisine: Sea food and fast food
ECO TOURISM IN ZANZIBAR STONE TOWN SITE
HOUSE OF WONDERS

INSIDE THE BUILDING

OUTSIDE THE BUILDING
FLOATING RESTAURANT AT FORODHANI

BENBELLA GIRLS DOING ECO TOUR AT FORODHANI AMUSEMENT PARK
BENBELLA GIRLS DOING ECO TOUR AT FORODHANI AMUSEMENT PARK
FIRST THEATRE IN ZANZIBAR STONE TOWN

AMUSEMENT PARK AT FORODHANI IN STONE TOWN
BENBELLA GIRLS DOING ECO TOUR AT OLD FORT
WILD ANIMALS FOUND IN ZANZIBAR STONE TOWN AROUND THE MUSEUM
ZANZIBAR DOORS ARE PARTS OF THE IMPORTANT AREA OF ECO TOURISM SECTOR IN STONE TOWN CULTURAL HERITAGE AREA IN ZANZIBAR
ZANZIBAR DOORS AND ART DESIGN ARE PARTS OF THE IMPORTANT AREA OF ECO TOURISM SECTOR IN STONE TOWN CULTURAL HERITAGE AREA IN ZANZIBAR
ECO TOUR IN THE NARROW STREET
ECO TOUR IN THE NARROW STREET
ECO TOUR IN THE NARROW STREET TO SEE VARIOUS WOODEN ART DESIGN IN STOWN TOWN, ZANZIBAR
AMONG THE INTERESTED PART OF THE ECO TOURISM IS THE WOODEN CARVED MASK ‘VINYAGO’
ECO TOUR FROM BENBELLA TO MOUNTAIN KILIMANJARO
ECO TOUR AT MOUNT KILIMANJARO.
AT MOUNTAIN KILIMANJARO
AT FIRST PEAK OF MOUNTAIN KILIMANJARO
1. Helps to maintain the presence and existence of biodiversity.
2. Protects the environments from harmful activities.
3. Encourages positive experience to visitors as well as hosts.
4. Minimizes the impacts of tourism on the environment.
5. It boosts employment and financial opportunities for local people.
CHALLENGES OF ECO TOURISM IN ZANZIBAR

1. Poor awareness to the people about eco tourism.

2. Language barriers.

3. Inadequate of resources. Example, trained men personnel.

4. Poor transport and communication system.

5. Bad weather condition.

WAYS FOR ACHIEVING OUR GOALS

1. Cooperation with ministry of tourism and internal affairs.

2. Willingness and awareness.


4. Improving the quality of human resources.

5. Conservation and protection of natural resources.
THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION